
E V E R Y T H I N G  I  T O U C H  T U R N S  P I N K

I have not written about being a Negro at such length because I expect that to be my only 
subject, but only because it was the gate I had to unlock before I could hope to write about 
anything else.  --James Baldwin, Autobiographical Notes

 We would watch old Hindi film programs on rainy 

Saturday mornings.  I was convinced that if only my parents 

had raised me in India my life would have been fine, better than 

fine--spectacular--eventful, full of dancing and coquetry; 

dancing and coquetry on roller skates at snazzy Bombay 

rooftop parties, dancing and song and coquetry in the snowy 

Himalayan foothills.

 When Papa and Mama first decided to settle in Chicago 

they disentangled their future offspring from our history.  When 

I married a black and Jewish Californian and moved to the West Coast, I drifted further, now 

removed from my parents, sole purveyors of Indian culture in my life.  Papa and Mama, though, 

were “modern” among their generation:  an artist and a musician who fell in love, moved to 

America simply for adventure, and chanced to become a teacher and an accountant.  They had a 

variety of interests--they were global citizens who spoke many languages fluently, good-lifers 

who entertained a variety of friends and occasionally prepared Indian meals for them.  We spent 

weekends in Chinatown or eating breaded steak by the lake and our only religious traditions 

were those of the international brotherhood of Jehovah’s Witnesses.  We smiled at Indians when 

we saw them at the grocery store but there ended our conversation with the diaspora.  

My sister Cherie and me



 I would eat alone at Indian restaurants.  Bollywood lovers would leap across the flat-

screen in the bar and I would revel in their reveries, hum along to lyrics I could not translate but 

understood from my depths.  I would go to Indian restaurants alone because I didn’t feel like 

explaining tandoori to friends.  Or hearing my Californian explain tandoori to friends and 

neighboring tables, resident expert as one married to an Indian (-American from the Midwest).  I 

would order rice and dhal and scoop it up with papadum (A bizarre method of eating Indian food, 

inauthentic and not to be imitated).  The dhal would sink in a comforting lump, warming my 

belly and soul, and then I would gulp scalding chai and write feverishly on my napkin to keep 

from crying.  

 So why would I start to cry while sitting at Khanna Peena or Vik’s or that place on 

College Avenue, watching gentle parents kissing their little babies, feeding them little rice balls?  

The Bollywood lovers would make me particularly wistful; the scent of cardamom and warm 

milky tea and my place among a throng of brown people unleashed some crush of emotion like 

grief inside me.  Why did I have to go to an Indian restaurant for something more than dhal, why 

did I hope so intently that the soft Goan waiter would make conversation with me, ask me 

questions, offer solace, say something to settle my despair?

 I have always lived in American cities and while I travel extensively I have visited India 

only several times.  I can find no excuse for such a complicated, compulsive attachment to India.  

My upbringing has left me without real grasp of Indian languages and as John Stuart Mill wrote, 

“Without knowing the language of a people, we never really know their thoughts, their feelings, 

and their type of character.”  Perhaps my affections are misplaced.  Yet they persist.  I even took 

the Californian to India and realized that since he didn’t love India, there were many parts of me 



that he could not love.  This defining realization was bound up in many realizations that finally 

urged me to leave him.  I have no more reason to essay India than I have to write on Chicago or 

the experience of being female, or the sensitivities of the artist.  But India and Indian-ness remain 

my constant source material.  India by turns hounds me or plagues me or enthralls me.  I write in, 

on, and around India.  I am preoccupied by India.  In fact, everything I touch turns pink.  “Pink,” 

said Diana Vreeland, “is the navy blue of India.” 

 Only several times!  On what authority do I write about India?!  Perhaps by the authority 

conferred upon me by those strangers who demand of me authentic recipes, shopping 

recommendations, and exotic tall tales of my presumed past.  My Chicago-based enunciation 

with the mild inflections of my British-educated Indian parents will be admired as a lovely 

foreign accent, my surprising command of the English language commended.  When confronted 

with a full-lipped, dark-skinned appearance like mine these curious Americans consistently draw 

from two media-based expectations:  In her essay “Race, Ethnicity and Film,” Robyn Wiegman 

says, “For non-white females, the stereotype oscillates between a nurturing, de-sexualized, loyal 

figure and a woman of exotic, loose, and dangerous sexuality:  from O-Lan in The Good Earth to 

Hue Fei in Shanghai Express or from Mammy in Gone With the Wind to Epiphany Proudfoot in 

Angel Heart.”  Do I regard my situation with bitterness?  Tremendous.  Bitterness.  I often 

succumb to these artificial personae, enduring an eating-me-alive bitterness difficult to relieve 

and suffering for much of my life with symptoms of neurotic disturbance as anxiety and 

melancholy.  Yet, to their credit, the East that Americans seek in me may be something rooted in 

the Jungian psychic inheritance, the collective unconscious, the source of which I have been 

detached.  



 In Psyche and Symbol, Carl Jung describes the collective unconscious as a mental record 

of the ancestors’ experiences, explaining, “The mind is not born as a tabula rasa.  Like the body, 

it has its pre-established individual definiteness; namely, forms of behavior.  They become 

manifest in the ever-recurring patterns of psychic functioning.”  I function with a consciousness 

inherited from a place I have never lived.  I use my Eastern inheritance to slay Western dragons, 

the notion of dignity my greatest, most silent weapon.  

 My position as a young hyphenated American appearing to society with a visage 

cultivated by 6,000 years of Indian history and a consciousness/unconsciousness just as deep has 

influenced my personal sense of individuation.  The process of individuation includes a 

psychological discovery of those elements that make one unique from other members of society.  

While the standard American fat kid, sporty kid, and pretty kid all take their cues from the 

community’s appreciation of their personal areas of emphasis, distinct aspects of my 

personality--music enthusiast, artist, kind-hearted softy--are eclipsed.  My prevailing named 

quality remains my designation as an Indian:  “So what are you?  Where are you from?  Tell me 

about the Kama Sutra.”

 Over 25 years, such a consistent interest in what I am rather than who I am has induced 

me to take on India as my mode of individuation in a blackwhitelatino America.  India, of those 

summer vacations, India where my parents led unconventional lives.  I am more INDIA than my 

parents ever were because as a marginal American, defined by my marginality during crucial 

stages of psychological development, my very identity has been tied up in my Indian appellation.  

I gather India factoids, prepare to answer questions about population and per capita income and 

malaria and palaces.  I defend India to the death because India c’est moi.  Unhealthy as it sounds, 



India inhabits my unconscious, my subconscious; wide-eyed India features in my countenance.  

To apply Jung’s terms generally, India dominates my animus--my center of ambition and 

creativity, my shadow--source of my rage, my persona--my social personality, and, sadly, my 

method of individuation.  India!  That’s my banner but I do not feel sufficiently informed.  So I 

read books and watch movies and concoct authoritative answers.

 Dhal does sing to my soul, though, calling forth a Proustian flood of memory.  In his 

overture to Remembrance of Things Past, Marcel Proust writes, “The smell and taste of things 

remain poised a long time, like souls, ready to remind us, waiting and hoping for their moment, 

amid the ruins of all the rest; and bear unfaltering, in the tiny and almost impalpable drop of their 

essence, the vast structure of recollection.”  The neuroses I suffer relate to the amplified 

sensitivities of the artist.  In his book, Modern Man in Search of a Soul, Jung observes that artists 

have the “primordial vision,” a special sensitivity to archetypal patterns and a talent for speaking 

in universal images to make their inner worlds intelligible through art.  Host to such a vibrant 

inner world, the artist will “resort to mythology in order to give his experience its most fitting 

expression.”  A desire to communicate guides the artist, as “the primordial experience is the 

source of his creativeness; it cannot be fathomed, and therefore requires mythological imagery to 

give it form.”  Art creates meaning where none previously existed and the identification of 

archetypes and concrete imagery helps to organize the pool of concepts artists seek to define.

 I have the task of defining unfathomable emotions.  An archetypal approach helps bring 

shape and structure to the human experience, fashioning orderly units, a Platonic ordering of 

chaos.  With a systematic archetypal study of film, literature, and family lore, I aim to look to the 

past--to describe and encapsulate my inheritance, my progenitors and their values, my history--so 



I may face the future without 

bleary eyes full of inexplicable 

tears.  As Baz Luhrman 

described his motivation to 

create the personal ode to his 

homeland, Australia, “Once a 

story is told, it is--and then you 

can move on.”  

I must move on.  But first I must reign in some persistent questions.  For one, do I prefer a 

properly airy, crisp biscotti to all other cookies because my mother enjoys rusk, and does she 

enjoy rusk because wealthy Indians appreciated the things the British cherished, and did the 

British eat rusk in India because the 16th century Portuguese...From where are my artistic 

choices born?  Everything I touch turns pink...
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